
UVXL®

Universal Curing System  
for 34" to 100" Substrates

Enhance the appearance of your 
finished substrates with one of two 

proven ultraviolet curing solutions 
from Aetek UV Systems. You can 
trust the UltraPak® and UVXL® to 

provide a true cure that adds unique 
properties to your products without 

harming our environment.

It makes
good

dollars and
sense.

UltraPak®

High Performance Ultraviolet 
Curing for 5" to 25" Substrates

Energy-curable ultraviolet solutions 
from Aetek UV Systems save you 

money and improve our world.

American Ultraviolet®

Aetek UV Systems Division

www.americanultraviolet.com  ·  sales@aetekuv.com 
Aetek UV Systems (800) 333-2304  ·  American Ultraviolet (800) 288-9288

In today’s environment, many companies are choosing energy-curable ultraviolet 
solutions, instead of either solvent or aqueous solutions, because it simply makes 
good sense. Here’s just a few reasons why:

•	 They	Make	Good	Business	Sense—Ultraviolet solutions are more energy 
efficient, which saves you money. They enable more productivity, because inks 
and adhesives don’t have to be cleaned up after each run. They’re more saleable 
to clients as a sustainable process. And they’re more environmentally compatible, 
because they lower VOCs, and do not generate large accumulations of waste 
chemistry that would otherwise need to be disposed of, properly, off site.

•	 They	Make	Good	Neighbor	Sense—Using ultraviolet to cure inks, coatings  
and adhesives is a more socially responsible process. Fewer components end  
up as waste, therefore allowing more components to be used, or at least  
recycled. Ultraviolet is less polluting, and this method of curing does not emit 
harmful bi-products into the air. In fact, there are no permitting costs for EPA 
measured discharges.

•	 They	Make	Good	Brand	Sense—Using ultraviolet often produces better looking 
finished products, simply because of the nature of the curing process. Many of 
our customers’ clients have told us the finished products they produce look better, 
are more saturated, and appear sharper. Of course this will enhance the image of 
your company brand, and help you pursue additional growth opportunities. 

•	 They	Make	Good	Human	Sense—By conserving resources, and making 
better use of the components used in the ultraviolet curing process, all of us 
are lessening the waste we produce and keeping our air, water and land much 
cleaner. This makes for a better earth for all of us.

Please contact Aetek UV Systems today. And learn more about improving health; 
improving life; and improving business—it simply makes good sense.


